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Purpose
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/purpose

Muncie Reads is a program developed by Ball State Criminal Justice and Criminology

Capstone students.  We have partnered with members of the Whitely community, Muncie

Police Department, and Ball State Police Department for this program to engage in reading

activities with Muncie’s youth.  Students joined officers and community partners at

Longfellow Elementary School and Motivate Our Minds to interact with our youth while

cultivating a love for reading.  It is our belief that the ability to read is a protective factor

against juvenile delinquency and the school-to-prison pipeline.

 

 

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/purpose
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Student Presentations
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/presentations

Students joined Muncie and Ball State police officers as well as our Whitely community

partners at Longfellow Elementary and Motivate Our Minds (M.O.Ms) to observe the effect

reading has on youth. Five groups took turns visiting the two locations with our partners.

 Over the course of the fall semester, students compiled research centered around

determining if literacy levels are related to criminality and have created presentations that

reflect their findings.

 

 

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/presentations
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Group One
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/group-one

Members: Angie Lavergne, Nancy Martinez, Tyler Sharp, Leesha Thacker and Kendra

Lisenko

Research Question: How is literacy a protective factor against incarceration and the

school-to-prison pipeline?

Findings: Reading does serve as a protective factor.  Students interviewed Dr. Janay

Sander, a Ball State faculty member who is an associate professor in the department of

educational psychology.  Dr. Janay Sander hosted several reading interventions over a two

year time span at the YOC to catch juveniles up in educational skills like literacy and

mathmatics.  Results of the reading intervention showed the increased ability to read led to

youth partcipating less in criminal activity.
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Group Two
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/group-two

Members: Ethan Hartsfield, Kylie Burris, and Sydney Jackson

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/group-two
https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/item/14
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Research Question: Does a higher literacy rate correlate to decreased rates of crime

among youth?

Findings: Research indicates that there is a direct correlation between literacy and

decreased participation in crime.
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Group Three
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/group-three

Members: Logan Rhodes, Destanee Griffin, Marcus Lewis, and Jennifer Rivera

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/group-three
https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/item/14
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Research Question: Does literacy prevent delinquency and do standardized tests indicate

future criminality?

Findings:  Based on research collected and observations, they believe there is a correlation

between the ability to read.  It was not found that literacy is a determinant factor in

criminality but if a child is literacy proficient, they are less likely to be involved in criminal

activities.  
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Group Four
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/group-four

Group 4 Members: Payton Drefcinski, Ryan Campbell, Trevor Huettig, Dylan Sumners

Research Question: How can raising literacy rates, especially for Black youth, work

against the damaging effects of the school-to-prison pipeline?

Findings: Research showed that young black males were more likely to fall into the pipeline

and less likely to keep up with readings.  Children who spend time reading are found to be

engaging in positive behavior while children who cannot read are more likely to engage in

criminal behavior or misbehave in the school setting.
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Group Five
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/group-five

Group 5 Members: Alexander Aylsworth, Audrey Knue, Seth Ketner, and Luke Fraser

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/group-five
https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/item/14
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Research Question: How do reading levels in young school children affect levels of

juvenile delinquency and the school-to-prison pipeline?

Findings: Research shows that higher reading levels lower the likelihood of youth entering

the juvenile justice system.
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Conclusion
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/read/conclusion

In conclusion we are hoping to build police-community relations and increase interest in

reading among youth. We hope that the interactions the children have with our partners help

promote a love for reading and allow them to form relationships with prominent members of

their community.

← Group Five

Conclusion
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